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Pub. Id: A077 (1994)Page One: 643 Last Page: 644 Book Name: M 60: Oil System--Substance from Source to Trap/Chapter: Dictionary of Valid Terms for Oil System Subject Group: Petroleum-Methodology and Concepts Spec. Pub. Type: Memoir Pub. Year: 1994 Author(s): Jennifer A. Miles Text: Skip to
Main Content Skip Nav Destination From AAPG Wiki Magoon and Dow[1] describes the critical moment as the time that best describes the generation-migration-accumulation of most hydrocarbons in an oil system. Eastern Holiday 160-161 began to accumulate before 1.2 Ma when the trap began to form,
and the accumulation was extracted to continue to this day[2] Structural configuration has changed little since the first formation, thus accurately depicting the trapping aspects of today's map (Figure 1) and cross-sectional geometry (Figure 2) oil system. Figure 1 Eastern Holiday 160-161 map of structural
elements defining minihava, with fault A in the north, B and C faults in the east, and salt-extract high in the south. Copyright: Armentrout et al.; [3] Courtesy Springer-Verlag. Figure 2 East Holiday 160-161 is the North-south seismic section with intraslope minibasin, indicating the location of the Eastern
Holiday 160-161 area. Possible critical moments Timescale from Figure 3 Haq et al.; [4] Dow source represents predictions of rock, generation, and critical moments. [2] Figure 4 1-B burial date/maturation issue shows the critical moment (2.0 Ma) and oil production time (2.0 Ma to present) for the eastern
holiday 160-161 minibasin oil system, assuming that low Miocene rocks have hydrocarbons. Dow et al.; [2] Courtesy Gulf Coast SEPM. According to the maturation model of medium myoysen welding rock, peak oil production started at 0.2 Ma[2] and the critical moment for the Eastern Holiday 160-161 oil
system will be 0.20 Ma (Figures 3 and 4). If a stratigraphically deeper lower Paleocen or upper Jurassic source rock is the origin of East Breaks oils, the significant generation may have occurred with earlier on-start migration, continuing today and supplying oil to charge the field. Summary Critical moment
will be different for medium Myocens, lower Paleocen and lower Dyscete welding rock. The critical range covers the composition of all critical moments. Eastern Holiday 160-161 critical range for the oil system 2.8 Ma to date. The growth of the reservoir and seal after accumulation is the period of time
when the fault movement creates the anticanlinal trap and the accumulation of migrating hydrocarbons occurs. See also Sources ← Magoon, L.B., and W. G. Dow, 1994, Oil System--Spring To Close: AAPG Memoir 60, p. 3-24. ← 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 Dow, W. G., M. A. Yukler, J. T. Senftle, M. M. Kennicutt, and
J.M Armentrout, 1990, Miyoce oil resource deposit in the Eastern Holiday basin, Flex-Trend, offshore Texas: Proceedings, Gulf Coast Section SEPM 9-Year Research conference, p. 139-150. ← Armentrout, J.M., S. J. Malacek, P. Braithwaite and C. R. Beeman, 1991, Seismic facies of hillside basin
turbidit reservoirs, Eastern Holidays 160-161 area: Plionene-Pistolesen, northwest- Mexican Ern Bay, P. Weimer and M. J. Link. , eds., Seismic Facies and Submarine Fans and Turbidit Systems Sedimanter Processes: New York, Springer-Verlag, p. 223-233. ← Haq, B., J. Hardenbol and P. R. Vail, 1988,
Mesozoic and Genozoic chronostratigraphy and sea level change cycles: SEPM Special Publication 42, p. 71-108. Find literature on eastern holiday critical moment Datapages Original content AAPG Wiki Petroleum systems are limited to the time and place to find books in the aapg Store. Each system
can be defined in terms of its unique spatial and spatial elements and processes. Timer aspects Figure 1. Burial datesheet. From Magoon and Dow; [1] Courtesy AAPG. The timely scope of the oil system is shown in the events graph and includes the age, protection time and critical moment of the basic
elements and processes. When these separate events occur, they are displayed together, easily evaluating the relationship between creating and charging traps containing the savings. Age Critical Moment Protection time The age of a system is the time required for the generation-migration-accumulation
process of hydrocarbons. The critical moment is when hydrocarbons in an oil system best despicate generation-migration-accumulation. A map and section drawn at the critical moment best illustrate the geographic and stratigraphic size of the system. The burial timeline (Figure 1) shows the critical
moment and the elements necessary for the imaginary Deer-Pig(.) oil system. The conservation period of the oil system begins immediately after the production-migration-accumulation process has taken place and extends to the present day. It covers any changes in oil accumulations during this period.
During the conservation period, return, physical or biological degradation or complete destruction of oil can occur. During the conservation period, re-migration (seken migration) can accumulate in reservoir rocks that accumulate after the oil system is formed. If insignificant tectonic activity occurs within the
protection period, the accumulations remain in their original position. Return occurs only if folding, faulting, elevation or erosion occurs during the protection period. If all savings are destroyed within the conservation period, then there is no evidence that an oil system exists. An incomplete or newly
completed the system lacks a protection period. Spatial aspects Figure 2 Imaginary Deer-Pig(.) geographical scope of the oil system. From Magoon and Dow; [1] Courtesy AAPG. Figure 3 Stratigraphic coverage of the imaginary Deer-Pig(.) oil system at critical moment. From Magoon and Dow; [1]
Courtesy AAPG. Each oil system can be described sechanically according to its geographical and stratigraphic size. The geographical size of an oil system is determined at critical moment. Active source rock and all oil and gas leakage, demonstration and accumulations are defined by a line surrounding
the pod originating from this pod. Figure 2 shows the geographical scope of the imaginary Deer-Pig(.) oil system. The stratigraphic scope of an oil system is the openness of lithological units covering key elements within the geographical scope of an oil system. Stratigraphographically active source rock or
accumulations discovered in the system are from under the oil pod, which is deeper, from overburden to top of the rock. Stratigraphic scope can be displayed in the grave timeline and section drawn at the critical moment. Figure 3 shows the stratigraphic scope of the imaginary Deer-Pig(.) oil system at
critical moment. What is an activity chart? An event graph shows the timely relationship of the basic elements and processes of an oil system. It also shows the protection time and the critical moment for the system. The events graph can be used to compare the times when transactions occur to the times
that items are created. Events chart example Figure 4 Imaginary Deer-Pig(.) graph of events for the oil system. From Magoon and Dow; [1] Courtesy AAPG. A graph of petroleum system events shows time on one axis and basic elements and processes on the other axis. The time required for the
generation-migration-accumulation process is the same as the age of the system. The graph also shows the protection time and critical moment for the system. Figure 4 dethlefies the event graph of the imaginary Deer-Pig(.) oil system. The activity scheme is organized according to increased difficulties.
For example, mapping and dateing key elements of an oil system is often easier than mapping and determining when processes occur. Since the oil system deals only with the accumulations discovered, there is no doubt that the elements and processes work correctly to make the oil and gas fields. But
then, the events graph is converted into a risk graph to better evaluate a game or probability. See also Sources Find literature on the oil system: datapages in geographical, stratigraphic and tertiary extent Find books in the original content AAPG Store
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